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• Abstract (300 words):
In terms of architectural practice and spatial design of the built environment, the human factors of physical disabilities are seemingly well understood, and mapped to the requirements of statutory legislation, spatial dimensions and geometries, construction details and material surfaces. However, the spectrum of individual cognitive experience, and the sensory processing of visual stimuli in the built environment is less well understood by the spatial designer, and less well accommodated. In consequence, individuals with Sensory Processing Disorders (SPDs) may find themselves confused, distressed, anxious, or excluded from public and private spaces in the built environment. This paper presents research investigating the relationship between the text-based design practice of specification writing, the guidance documents published by the UK Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government known as the ‘Approved Documents’, and the interaction of these text-based models with the emerging protocols of Building Information Modelling (BIM). It is demonstrated that the paradigms of disability design
seek to normalize the experience and use of these environments through augmentation of geometries and surfaces, whilst BIM protocols which have seen techniques developed combining the disciplines of computer aided design (CAD) representation, simulation, animation and virtual reality, may offer positive experience and phenomena for individuals identified with SPD. In transforming the design space, the community of practice may yet offer a transformational environment for individuals with sensory processing disorders. This paper demonstrates that these digital architectures offer inclusive spatial design paradigms, providing accommodation and delight for cognitive and sensory difference, situating this interpretation in research at the interstices of text-based and data-rich modelling of architecture, and the construction of public and private space in the built environment.
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